
A SAILOR’S JOURNAL

Write Your Own Adventure!
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Welcome!

Imagine yourself as one of the crew from The Golden 

Hinde, or maybe you are from a completely different 

ship? 

One  thing is for certain, you have been on lots of 

adventures!  

 

Here we have one of your journal logs, but some of 

the words are missing! Can you fill in the blanks, colour 

in the illustrations and draw some pictures to help us 

tell the story of your adventure?   

Once you are done, don’t forget to print out your 

journal and  assemble it using the instructions at the 

back!
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1. MY JOURNEY BEGINS

The year is 1577 and today is a very important day. Today is my first 
day aboard the ………………………………………..…… . I have a very important job 
on the ship, I am working as one of the ……………….……………… . It has always 
been my dream to sail to ……………………………………….….. and I trust the Captain 
will get us there safely. The captain is called ………................ . 
I feel very ………………………..………...  
as I have left my………………….…………. behind. 
I hope I won’t be away for too long.  
There are lots of other crew aboard  
the ship with me, there are …………….........  
officers and ………………….…… sailors, the 
ship is full!  Also we have four different 
animals. The ………………....... are very loud. 
All the animals live in the manger. My 
favourite animal is the ……………………………….. . 
I have named it …………………………………….. . Before we set sail I took the time 
to draw a picture of the ship.
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2. FIRST DISCOVERY

I cannot believe my eyes! What luck! We have been sailing for 
……..……..….... days and today during my watch I saw a sea creature, a 
…………………………………..……… . 
 
It was incredible! Certainly a sign of good luck!  I drew a picture from 
memory.

Now I know our voyage will be a success. As soon as we reach 
…………………….….. I will search high and low for some ……………………….……………….. .  
I know the rest of the crew will look for some too so I must make sure I 
get mine first. As we sail further and further from home the weather is 
becoming more and more
…………………………..……………. .
This makes me feel very …………………………………….. , but like the Captain says 
“We must remain focused and work together!”. For now, I think it is 
best that I get some sleep.
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3. BETRAYAL

Today was a difficult day. One of the sailors on-board tried to replace 
the Captain and take over the ship. This is called ‘mutiny’. The sailor’s 
name is …………………………………….……. and they will be put on trial. I always 
thought that they were a ………………………….…….. person but now I am not 
sure. The captain has chosen me and some other members of the crew 
to decide if they are innocent or guilty. We have landed on a beach in 
………………………..…….. where the trial will take place.  

Mutiny is the worst crime you can commit on a ship! 
The punishment is ………………………………………………………………………………………………………… .
I drew a picture of their face, look you can see that they are ……...........… .
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4. SHIP AHOY

We found it! A huge ship filled with lots and lots of treasure! The name 
of the treasure ship is ………………………….……………………. I wonder where it is 
from. Maybe it is from ………………………………..…..? It took ………….. days until we 
finally found it. 
The battle was ………………….………… but I fought bravely. 
We fired our cannons and jumped on board. 
I was very …………………….………… , and I think 
that’s the reason we were victorious!!!!!                                 
I was injured, the barber surgeon 
said I may need a ………………………….…. 
on my …………………………….…. but at least I will live. 
Now we must be quick to load the treasure aboard our ship. 
There is lots of ………………….……. and ……………………………………..….. , what a success!  
Can you believe the size of the ship, look! I drew a picture of it so you 
can see!!!
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5. SECRET PASSAGE

We are trapped! We cannot sail back the way we came from because   
………………………………………………………. will be waiting for us and will attack us on 
site. I don’t want to lose my share of the treasure. What are we going 

to do?! 
We tried to sail to the secret passage  
that is by …………………………………..………. but we 
had to turn back because of storms. 
The wind blew very hard and damaged 
the………................ . The ………..……....... started 
to leak, there was water everywhere! 
It is the first time I have seen 

the captain order us to flee.  We are now waiting on a beach, 
it is a new and exciting place, the captain has called it 
……………………………………………………………………… . There are local tribes living here. 
They are very ………............................................ and have traded goods with 
us. I have drawn a map in case we get lost.
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6. JOURNEY HOME

We are finally heading home! It has taken ………..………. years and I 
cannot wait to see my …………………………….… again. It has been an incredible 
journey, one I shall never forget! The crew and I have become a 
family and we all really like each other. When I get my share of the 
treasure I am going to spend it on ………………………….. and maybe some 
…………………………………..……. too. I am very excited. When I think of my journey, 
my favourite place that I visited was ……………………….…………… and I shall 
never forget when I ate a ……………………………… for the first time!!!! I have 
made a very good friend on this ship called ………………………………………….. and 
I will be sad when we say goodbye, but I know we will meet again 
soon. I have missed my …………………………………… so much, I cannot wait to 
see them, now I am very tired and I think I have deserved a nice long 
rest. Here is a picture of me, with all my treasures!!!!



WHAT AN ADVENTURE!

Did you enjoy your story? 

Why not make your own journal and share it with us on 

our social media?

How to find us:

The Golden Hinde 

St. Mary Overie Dock 

Cathedral Street London 

SE1 9DE
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@GoldenHindeSE1

@GoldenHinde_

goldenhinde_

www.goldenhinde.co.uk

https://www.facebook.com/GoldenHindeSE1/
https://www.instagram.com/goldenhinde_/
https://www.facebook.com/GoldenHindeSE1/
https://twitter.com/GoldenHinde_
https://www.goldenhinde.co.uk/
https://twitter.com/GoldenHinde_
https://www.instagram.com/goldenhinde_/
https://www.goldenhinde.co.uk/
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HOW TO ASSEMBLE YOUR JOURNAL


